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Overview 

This collection of audio recordings was made in the Houeyogbe township of the country of Benin in 2015                  
and 2017. These recordings were made with the intent to be used in analyzing the underlying tones of the Saxwe                    
tone system as well as the inventory of tone patterns found in various lexical categories of words.  

 

Metadata: information regarding the preparation and recording 

The recordings in these folders were collected over an initial period of two months (March and April) in                  
2015, and then a follow-up period of two weeks in May of 2017. Background research leading up to this collection                    
of recordings was done over the course of four years from 2011 to 2015 during intermittent periods of residence in                    
the town of Adrome, on the immediate outskirts of Houeyogbe.  

My approximate 5,000 recordings (of varying sizes ranging mostly from individual words to sentences) that               
are archived here in conjuction with the writing of my dissertation were obtained from André Taïve from the village                      
of Adrome. Taïve was forty-one years old in the year 2015, and was a tailor with considerable experience in public                    
oral translation and in radio recording. During his childhood, he had done seven years of formal education in Benin                   
(in French). The recording and transcription of his self-described biographical information give further details              
regarding his language background. 
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Prior to doing this collection of recordings in 2015, I discussed with Taïve the intended uses of these                  
recordings, and he willingly signed an intellectual property agreement which is included with the metadata of this                 
collection. He again signed another such agreement in 2017. He was renumerated for his hours of work in a manner                    
that was consistent with specialized clerical work. Further information and records are available in my personal                
archives. 

These recordings were done primarily in order to understand the Saxwe tone system. For this reason, some                 
of the sentences will not seem entirely natural because of the need to create paradigms of specific underlying tone                   
combinations. However, I gave Taïve instructions that he should indicate anything that seemed too odd, and many of                  
my intended combinations were reworked before recording in order to achieve greater naturalness. 

Prior to doing these recordings, I had a corpus of data that included a lexical database of approximately                  
3600 entries using the program Fieldworks Language Explorer (SIL International). From this database, I established                    
a list of 300 monomorphemic nouns and 215 monomorphemic verbs. I worked with André Taïve and another                               
speaker to categorize these nouns and verbs into groups of similar-sounding tone patterns, using whistling as a tool                  
for helping in the distinction between minor differences. Following this, I did oral recordings of these words and                  
recorded the transcriptions of the forms. These recordings are found in the 'VCV nouns' and 'verbs' folders. 

I then put these nouns and verbs into a variety of paradigms, doing oral recordings of all the paradigms with                    
Taïve. I followed the same process with other parts of speech. I continued with recordings of language paradigms                  
with units of all levels, monomorphemic and polymorphemic, with utterances ranging from words to phrases to                
texts. Although this collection was made primarily for purposes of tone analysis, many of the grammatical structures                 
of the language can be observed. This is particularly true in the texts. 

I include for all recordings a transcription of the recording. For those where it is deemed necessary, a free                   
gloss is also provided. A list of the abbreviations used in these transcriptions is included in the folder of metadata. 

All recordings were done on a Marantz PMD 660 solid state recorder using an external Shure SM10A                 
headworn, unidirectional dynamic microphone. The recordings were done in a cement-walled room, with efforts              
made to use fabric to dampen echos. The room was within earshot of a road and occasional street sounds may be                     
hear on the recordings. 

 


